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Preface

When

I decided

to

write

into her poetry.

implement a concrete philosophy
after several
poet's

that she did, indeed,

show

was to

poetry, my intention

thesis on Emily Dickinson's

a

months of research, I realized

philosophy

was

religious and
entire
was
mind

and

she

cerned.
and

must make

to be studied

in

did

her own choices where God
intense fascination

Dickinson

discover

was conto Emily,

to that subject.

Emily Dickinson

is a

poet

scholarship has

the attention

she

deserves as a

In

some way,

who deserves
pursuits as

improved

several decades; however, Emily Dickinson

to receive

her

heart or

her

on the basis of her philosophical

her style.

past

no place

poems are related

with spirituality.

well as

Dickinson

majority of Dickinson's poems deal, in

fact, the

the

had

Immortality was an

many of her

What

pursuit.

orthodox religion

that

the answers to all of her

questions although she devoted

spiritual

life to that

that this

sometimes inconsistent.

ongoing and

Emily Dickinson never discovered

However,

in

has yet

philosopher and

thinker.
I
for

would

like to thank

Dr. William McMahon, especially,

his support of Emily Dickinson's philosophy and for his

direction

of my thesis.

Dr. McMahon's patience

and

guidance

continually fueled
was completed.
deserve

my Dickinson fire

Dr. Nancy Davis and

my gratitude as

well.

this point.

special

thanks for

And

to

Dr. Lee

Without their

also like

changing
fellow

trying

help and

might never have

to fit
would

me

in

before

my parents for

to thank
moods

England.

like to express my

making graduate school fun

habits and

McMahon

Dr. George McCelvev, I owe a

Little, I

appreciation for
I would

To

thesis

Dr. Dorothy

instruction during graduate school, I
reached

the

until

this semester.

and

rewarding.

tolerating my
And

to my

graduate assistants, thanks for discussing Emily

Dickinson's religious views

with

mained

It has

somewhat objective.

me, so that

my

views re-

been an intellectual

experience.
Finally, one other
without
made

person deserves my gratitude, for

his continuous inspiration, I

it --Thank

You, George 0.
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would

never have

From "No Heaven"

Leaving us the ordinary world
Whole E. rising in the dark
this world
E.

walking calmly toward

this earth

us out of the broken

The figure whose passion remains the single
Gift
who now at last admits
(yet)
That we're to be given no heaven
No

heaven but this

David St. John
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Chapter One
Introduction

In
have

the

past few

managed

that

decades Emily Dickinson

poet's life rather

Dickinson

produced.

virginal

recluse clothed

exciting

books than critical

poet's life in

entirely

Amherst, the

the depth

Many reviewers

on

symbolism

its

sensational

than concentrate on

in

white

yield

interpretations of

the

more
poetry.

sensational accounts of the

biographers and

importance of the

insist that

poetry depends not
imagery and

and

biographers

Indeed, descriptions of a

However, by emphasizing those

overlooked

Background

to highlight the romantic and

aspects of the
work

and

scholars
work

have

itself.

the importance of Dickinson's
philosophical basis but on

it contains, and

the

scholars continue

to try to solve the mystery of Emily Dickinson's secret
life.

As

a result, the

insufficient basis, and
poetry

is

focus on
stead

often ignored.

poetry
the

is often evaluated

on

philosophy that inspired

an
her

Furthermore, too many studies

irregular rhythmic devices within

of accepting Dickinson's unusual

in-

but effective style.

Beneath the surface of this seemingly naive

1

the poetry

New

England

•

poet, there existed

a socially and religiously independent

philosopher who boldly attempted
of the larger

mysteries of the universe

Dickinson

attempted

world

trace its relation

and

exploring

the

to define and

to categorize life

may see

poet evolve.

This

in

the

to the spiritual

philosophy of a

the

her

poetry.
physical
By

world.

to treat complex religious

poet's effort

problems, one

in

solve some

philosophy is rich

major

American

in religious specu-

lations.
To fully understand

the

concerns, one must understand
soul's individuality and
axis of the universe.
power

that survived

letters

unfold

scope of

Dickinson's religious

her special anatomy of the

supremacy; in essence, it

For

Dickinson, the

in and of itself, and

the poet's own

immortality and

universe.

Dickinson's theory of the soul

the

chief

poetry and

viewpoint of the soul in

search for

been

was a supreme

soul
her

was the

interaction

motivating force of her

with God

and

the

may well have

poetry.

In

addition

to speculations about the soul, other chief religious
terests for Dickinson
and

circumference.

by tracking

Her religious position

the comments of scholars.

overlapping

in-

were God's nature, death, immortality,

these concerns in

sharp divisions in

its

her letters and

Since

treatment

can

poems, and

in

these concerns overlap,

would

will appear in each

be clarified

be too arbitrary, and

chapter of this study.

the

At
begun

the age of twelve, Emily Dickinson

to question

Despite

Christianity.

to follow

community.

the

(17).

In
and

cestors

had

Johnson

comments on

used

begun

to exist

the
beginning

in 1830 was starting to change
the decline, and

the

midst of

began

to build

this

to question

industrialism

transition, Emily
the ideas her an-

their religious culture.

the atmosphere of New

England

provides a vivid

society

lived:

which

by mid-

in

period

the nineteenth century and
in

al-

to subside

to Allen Tate, the

because "theocracy was on

Dickinson emerged

had

practices continued

Dicknson's birth

was rising"

nineteenth century, was

by earlier Puritan culture, and

According

young

her friends and family into

the staunch doctrine

century, Puritan

with

validity of orthodox religion.

Amherst, in

influenced

though

already

the religious orientation of Amherst, the

Dickinson failed

still

the

had

Dickinson

Thomas
during

picture of the

. . . the Calvinistic tradition ran deep for all,
and the need to focus upon self-improvement and
the soul's affections was basic. . . . Outpourings
of spirit were traditional with the communities,
and a part of every family's experience.
For an
individual not to undergo conversion by physical
sensation was almost a moral delinquency. (11)

During

this

period, all of Dickinson's friends

Christianity formally, while Emily

remained

the

plunged

into

independent

4

heretic.

She was not totally

uninfluenced

by the

pressures of society, however, for she continually expressed

a desire to convert.

commended

many letters, she

In

her friends for accepting Christ, and

she feared

for

her soul's destiny, she could

though

not

give

was

no

up everything for Him.
Obviously, Dickinson's
different from any other
childhood

yoLch in

young girl's.

After an early classical

education, Dickinson attended
where she

experienced
not make
letter

In fact, her

was rather normal, consisting of every social

grace, except Christianity.

inary

Amherst

was again

Mount Holyoke

urged

a conflict between

the conversion.

writing

had

become

By

Female Sem-

to convert.
mind and

this

Still, she

heart and

could

time, Dickinson's

a normal practice and

seemed

be her chief outlet for releasing emotional tension.
her religious uncertainty
and
dent

the
in

beginnings of an

intensified, so did
affection for poetry

As

writing,

became evi-

the letters.

Thomas Johnson's three
letters

her

to

is

available

volume compilation of Dickinson's

perhaps the most revealing source of information
to the Dickinson scholar.

Because

the

poet's work

is often

ambiguous, the letters serve to explain

and expound

upon

theories that prompted

the

her poetry.

In fact, the

letters are so detailed

and

that one could

precise
based

portance of the letters

unquestionable since

Dickinson did

not seriously

the late 1850's.
of information

begin writing

The letters are

we have about

poetry

the only solid

im-

until
sources

Dickinson's thought before

poetry, and as many critics have pointed out, those

her

letters
in

is

upon them.

The

construct an entire thesis

her

reflect

to friends and family reprosent
most honest and

Fmily Dickinson

vulnerable state.

private feelings

thoughts which are

and

times difficult to see in

Indoe(1, they

the

poetry.

some-

Johnson says

the

letters

are the expression of her unique personality,
and of a mind which could phrase the thought
"There is always one thing to be grateful for,
--that one is one's self and not somebody else."
Though she never wrote about herself after
adolescence, the letters, nevertheless, are
always self-portraits, written by one, who has
observed herself frankly and with no self-pity
or regrets. (1:xxi)

In
with

1862, Dickinson

Thomas Wentworth

preceptor, and
in

poetry.

Although

in

nature.

her first correspondence

Higginson, the

she seriously

tance of Christ, her
ligious

initiated

began

who

became her

to develop her

Dickinson never
poetry

writer

ideas

made a formal accep-

was, nevertheless, largely re-

It was orthodoxy

accept, not God; therefore, her

Dickinson could

not

poetry always reflected

6

the religious ideas of immortality and
A large

portion of Dickinson's philosophy concerning

the soul deals with its relation
Three of the

to God

Charles
poet was

invaluable.

vice and

encouragement she

He

gave

her

needed

the

wise, Helen

Hunt Jackson

Dickinson corresponded, and

were

writing during

been

greatly.

sequently, many

and

although

Wadsworth

the

was a

Higgins' evaluation of

more accurate than

tte

Like-

both

with

women

period, their tastes and

man

biographers and

of Dickinson's poetry
David

his advice.

The Reverend Charles

scholarship is concerned.

the

professional ad-

a controversial figure as far as

poet's secret lover

with

the only contemporary

whom

the same

Dickinson's

to continue writing,

Dickinson rarely followed
was

universe.

the

Hunt Jackson, and

even though

has

in

Higginson's relationship

Wadsworth.

styles differed

and

people

most influential

were Thomas W. Higginson, Helen

life

soul.

the human

Wadsworth

Dickinson

is considered

who broke
critics

her heart; con-

insist

result of her

that much

love for

the relationship is

hearsay that

the

him.

probably

is common:

So much has been said about Emily Dickinson's
dependence on Dr. Wadsworth that his real reHe
lationship with her has become obscure.
is supposed to have been the "lover" who "inspired" Emily's poems.
He is brought forward
as the reason for her later seclusion.
Evidence to the contrary --and there is a great
deal of it --has been overlooked or twisted to
fit a single romantic theory. (83)

7

What

is

probably closer

Dickinson
Whatever
admire

and

the

Wadsworth shared

Wadsworth, and

Wadsworth

a

that

close friendship.
respect and

any such relationship would

have

poet as sensitive as Emily Dickinson.

would

certainly share

early 1870's marked

most intense seclusion from
she did

Dickinson's interest

the

her life
tery to

because it
the

Dickinson's reclusiveness

legend

of the

poet

most fascinating aspects of

degree of romanticism

adds a

insist; instead, it

a

mental

refers

explaining

to a letter

her feelings on

chantment, one

Dickinson

the rest of the

Also, her

wrote

essential isolation of

he

to study.

to Higginson

"To seek enAnd

by shutting

world, Dickinson

to poetry and

theory of

attempt by

she wished

the subject:

to direct all of her attention
philosophy.

world

must always flee" (49).

herself off from

mys-

imbalance as many

a calculated

was

to withdraw from the

and

Dickinson's reclusive

poet.

was not a result of

critics

Johnson

world, although

maintain contact with children, immediate familY,

a few special friends.

nature

beginning of Dickinson's
active

the

still seems to be one of the

the

a

is the fact

the destiny of the soul.
The

and

truth

the relationship, Dickinson did

influenced

in

to

personal

the soul stressed

psyche.

was able

the

ci

8

The critical
has

in

1886, her sister

poetry for

publication.

In

poems

were altered

not

began

by Higginson

third

and

improve

when

three

era

of new

the

The Harvard

criticism

to begin.

It

criticism

edition of

edition

In fact, 1955 marked

to The Collected

the

way

published, and

to be
the

heading in

beginning of

As Sewall says

Critical

was

In 1955, Johnson's

her letters was

reputable criticism (Sewall, 3).
introduction

period.

the originals, paving

volume compilation of

new direction.

appeared,

both cases, the

Harvard

the state of Dickinson criticism seemed
a

Higginson

the purchase of the rights

to Dickinson's transcripts.

for an

by

state of Dickinson

poems came out following

directly from

In

poet's

collection

publication

Todd.

the

packets of

the tastes of the

until 1950 that the

transcribed

gathering

published, edited

to suit

to change and

After

1891, the second

Then, in 1896, a

also edited

her

began

Dickinson's poetry was

and Todd.

was

involving Dickinson's work

undergone many substantial changes.

death

of

background

in

his

Essays:

The criticism from 1955 on has been freer of the
old tone of grudgingness and apology on the one
hand and fulsomeness and cloyirg unction on the
other.
There is now little dispute about her
stature --we can hardly miss its dimensions--and,
given the size of her achievement, there is less
inclination to complain about her unevenness. (v)

C)

Since 1955, many extensive studies of Dickinson's
poems have appeared.
discussing

Critics and

Dickinson's death

scholars are

themes and religious

imagery, and only recently has Dickinson's
ical stance received

still

philosophJohn

the attention it deserves.

Pickard's evaluation of Emily Dickinson serves to
recognition she

her the

Ov?

so genuinely deservcs:

Among outstanding American writers few had
to wait as long for critical and scholarly
With just
acceptance as did Emily Dickinson.
seven poems published in her lifetime, it was
not until the 1950's that she was securely
placed with Poe and Whitman as a major poet.
. . Certainly the vital light of genius
With each succeeding
illuminates her poems.
generation they have shone brighter, disseminating their radiant vision of circumference
with increasing power and beauty. (122, 125)

Though

theme and

images have

been

the dominant concerns

of most criticism, Dickinson's ideas about the soul and
religion
because

have

not

the modern

been sufficiently stressed --perhaps
mind

in general does not care

for speculations about eternal spirits or about
But

Dickinson

had

a mind

of

her own.

much
paradise.

Chapter Two
The

In

any critical

all factors
it

be

Letters

study

surroundinp a

poetry or prose.

it is important

piece of literature, whether
poetry, expecially, ideas

In

are expressed

that represent

and

Through

beliefs.

ideas

with

to examine

a culmination of thoughts

poetry a

a greater degree

writer conveys those

of intensity

because

utilizes the basic techniques of compression.
impossible

to fully comprehend

without

it.

Dickinson was not only candid

eager to express them

the

philosophy

that

a

philosophy

to others as well.

inspired

that

Dickinson's letters reveal
perhaps

better than

the poetry

those letters reflects the
experienced.
letters

Through

later

be

credited

with.

a

care-

the develop-

her poetry.

the nature of the
itself, for

conflict and

poet

the content of

inspiration

Even as a child, Dickinson

that foreshadowed

motivated

about her beliefs but

ful examination of her letters, one may trace
ment of

It is

the scope of Dickinson's

work

understanding

poetry

the exceptional

began

to write

talent she

Apparently, writing in

she

would

any form

11

a

filled

need

in Dickinson

to express her emotions and
says in his introduction

As Thomas Johnson

intellect.

to the letters, "Letter

Dickinson's life while she
with

of contact

was still a child.
led

those she loved

mornings or afternoons aside

her to set

could

the

produced, but

it also sheds

philosophical

mindset of the

much of the

an

to express

the

most of the
pre-

her true

To say that Emily Dickinson was a timid re-

most comical.

On

dependence that

time

writing strange poetry

the contrary, Dickinson

strong social sense

already

Since

upon

to close friends, family, or

written

cluse who spent her

plus a

began

spiritual and

to surface

in

the age of eleven Dickinson

exceptional

poetry she

intriguing light

poet.

ceptors, Dickinson was at ease

At

The

a separate area of study for

letters not only contains

feelings.

(1:xvi).

Johnson's three volume edition of

scholars.

letters were

whole

philosophical depth of Dickinson's letters

logically constitute

Dickinson

Her need

intimate spright-

to pen with

liness missives of considerable length"
intensity and

part of Emily

writing became a

vocabulary, and

begun

to doubt the

at

seems al-

displayed

a

intellectual

her letters.
wrote letters

with

the age of fifteen she

religious beliefs and

of her community, her family, and

in-

her friends.

an
had

teachings
This exerpt

from a letter to her close friend, Abiah
onstrates the independent
Dickinson's life and

Root, dem-

thinking that characterizes

work:

I have had the same feelings myself Dear A.
I was almost persuaded to be a Christian.
I
thought I never could be thoughtless and
worldly --and I can say that I never enjoyed
such perfect peace and happiness as the
short time I felt I had found my savior.
But
I soon forgot my morning prayer or else it was
irksome to me.
One by one my old habits returned and I cared less for religion than
ever. (1:27)

Although

4

Dickinson rejected

the formal confirmation

Christ, she, nevertheless, did
in

her life, nor did

making

not doubt His importance

she ever expect to be

a formal declaration

of

her faith.

however, Dickinson's desire to become a
as significant as her refusal
dependent thinking, she
entirely reject
she

made

Dickinson

in

happy
At

this

Christian

to do so.

was still a child

Despite
and

without
point,
was not
her

unable

into

the teachings of the church; therefore,

a conscious effort to conform.
was brutally honest, and

Abiah

Root, she expressed

while

her intellect refused

To her friends

in the same letter

her desire to become

a

to

Christian

to permit it:

I find no rose without a thorn.
There is an
aching void in my heart which I am convinced
the world can never fill.
I am far from being

thoughtless on the subject of religion
continually hear Christ saying to me Daughter
give me thine heart.
Probably you have made
your decision long before this time.
Perhaps
you have exchanged the fleeting pleasures of
time for a crown of immortality. . . . I am
continually putting off becoming a Christian.
Evil voices lisp in my ear--There is yet time
enough. (1:27)

It is

likely that

the aching void

Dickinson felt was

more the result of intellectual conflict than
of religion.
more

her own

would discover through

way.

In some literary circles, Dickinson
Christian
yet not

heretic, and

to describe

In fact, it
Dickinson

the

poet

would

be religious

be

was church dogma.

classified

as a

Christian

Because

heretic.

spiritual destiny, although

she never

However, in

would

be

important in attaining immortality than baptism
Nevertheless, Dickinson

that

her savior, Dickinson

Emily Dickinson's mind, belief in Christ

church.

heretic.

was not necessarily Christian doctrine

rejected; it

a

Perhaps the more correct ex-

made a formal acceptance of Christ as
could

is considered

technically, that label is correct,

totally warranted.

pression

absence

Obviously, she was searching for something

meaningful, something she

poetry, in

an

was concerned

her concern

from the conventional fear of damnation.

more

into the
with

differed

her

greatly

Dickinson's

reservations about Christianity stemmed from

a critical

14

intellect along
the
in

physical

with the need

world.

to experience
the

Despite

life

promises of happiness

paradise, Dickinson questioned

the superiority of

future spiritual life over life on Earth, and
Root, she

in

to

Abiah

wrote:
Does not Eternity appear dreadful to you.
often get thinking of it and it seems so dark
to me that I almost wish there was no Eternity.
To think that we must forever live and never
cease to be.
It seems as if Death which all
so dread because it launches us upon an unknown world would be a relief to so endless a
state of existence.
I dont know why it is but
it does not seem to me that I will ever cease
to live on earth. .
. It does not seem to me
that I will ever close my eyes in death.
(1:28)

The doubt

that often develops in

osopher caused

Dickinson

Christianity.

In 1846, Dickinson

"I
I

have
know

place

in

my affections.

up all for Christ

were

mind

of a

that

in God
the

wrote
and

world

to Abiah

his

holds a

I do not feel that
I called

The

threats of damnation did
young

Dickinson

I

redemption, and

could

nothing to change

give

Even at
in

thought

her

mind.

was

beyond

those feelings

to her

to think she

again, she expressed

yet

predominant

to die" (1:38).

already seemed

Root:

promises and

the age of fifteen, Dickinson was so independent
that

phil-

to forego the securities of

perfect confidence
not why, I feel

the

friend, Abiah:

. . . the world allured me & in an unguarded
moment I listened to her syren voice.
From that

S

15

moment I seemed to lose my interest in heavenly
things by degrees.
Prayer in which I had taken
such delight became a task & the small circle
who met for prayer missed me from their number.
Friends reasoned with me & told me of the danger
I was in of grieving away the Holy spirit of God.
I felt my danger & was alarmed in view of it,
but I had rambled too far to return & ever since
my heart has been growing harder & more distant
from the truth & now I have bitterly to lament
my folly-- & also my own indifferent state at
the present time. (1:31)

Obviously, Dickinson's dilemma was rooted
ability "to give up the

world" (1:67).

were accompanied by pressed
of Spring, thus showing

Many of

flowers and

her in-

her

letters

pleas for the return

her enchantment

Dickinson, nature itself was

in

with

nature.

paradise, as is evident

To
in this

letter to Mrs. J.G. Holland:

If roses had not faded, and frosts had never come,
and one had not fallen nere and there whom I could
not waken, there were no need of other Heaven than
the one below --and if God had been here this summer, and seen the things that I have seen--I guess
that He would think His Paradise superfluous. (2:185)

Dickinsln
one that

possessed

a keen

insight into existential life,

most of her contemporaries seemed

letters reveal the
poetry emerged.

pattern of development through

In essence, the letters were

ical basis for the
hicle through

to lack.

poetry, providing the

which to explore

spiritual curiosities.

her own

poet

the
a

And

which

her
her

philosoph-

logical

intellectual and

ve-
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Johnson nakes an important observation on

the

poet's letters in the following passage:

The noteworthy characteristic of the Dickinson
letters, like that of thepoems, is acute sensiIndeed, early in the 1860's, when Emily
tivity.
Dickinson seems to have first gained assurance
of her destiny as a poet, the letters both in
style and rhythm begin to take on qualities
that are so nearly the quality of her poems as
on occasion to leave the reader in doubt where
theletter leaves off and the poer7 begins. (1:xv)

John Cody also notes the importance of Dickinson's letters
as forerunners of her

poetry:

The letters seem to have been the forward guard
of her poetry, and in them she weighed her words
and practiced the rhythms and verbal convoluThere is nothing
tions that appear in the poems.
careless or even spontaneous in the ordinary
sense of that word in her mature letters; they
are for the most part carefully calculated and
exquisitely chiseled works of deliberate art. (468)

Dickinson's mature letters

night justifiably be considered

as a collection of essays that question and
to some
life.

of the most important deliberations of the
Consequently, the letters changed

thought along

in

was destined
a

with their author.

to become

very early stage

form of

in

a

ideas?

in

tone

is

and matured

was evident from

her life, but the letters

For what

poet's

Undoubtedly, Dickinson

poet, a fact which

initiation through

as a thinker.
out

provide answers

which she could

grow

became a
and

mature

poetry without carefully worked

1 7

As
though

Dickinson
the

matured, so did

her philosophy.

underlying tone of the letters was always

one of awe and respect for God, Dickinson
to question
motives.

During a

beginning in 1848, Dickinson's

period
with a

wards of Christianity.

growing skepticism
On one

make everything right with
she revelled

hand, the

good" (1:82).

was "so much
At this

the other hand,

to amend

poet seems to

point, the

heresy and

the situation.
the

appraisal of life

in

pleasanter to be evil than

her tendencies toward

of waywardness in

have

makes

no genuine

Dickinson's confessions

letters seem

to be lost

every self-renunciation, she qualifies
bellion

to

in the pursuits of activities she deemed

the letters, it

attempt

about the re-

poet longed

God, while on

According to Dickinson's own

accepted

boldly began

and sometimes criticize God's judgement and

letters are laced

evil.

Al-

hopes.

her religious re-

with a logical explanation, then continues

dependent thought that initially caused

After

the in-

the rebellion.

For scholarly purposes, Dickinson's letters may be
divided

into three

primary stages:

youth; the letters of an
and

the

as she

letters of a
grew

to explore

the letters of her

independent, yet immature

poet.

Although the letters changed

mentally, each stage still reflected
the universe and

the self.

of the curious letters existed an
the secrets of the

human

thinker;

soul.

Beneath

the surface

intense desire

By studying

her need

to discover

the letters. one
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may trace

the development of Dickinson's religious

philosophy.

To Dickinson, letter

writing

was like

the

painter's canvas, for without a basic vehicle of construction, she could

not have become the poet of ideas.

One of Dickinson's first letters in 1846 indicates
an

person.

intelligent but immature

Johnson observes

that

The fascination of genius is in its paradox.
Emily Dickinson was still a child, and on
occasion of course acted childishly, but she
was equipped even now with a substantial vocabulary, and had no difficulty in filling
what she rightly described as a "mammoth sheet"
with her thoughts and feelings. (1:xvii)

That same letter proves that
cerned
form

with

to

the destiny of

the poet was, indeed, con-

her soul, but

unable

the requirements of Christianity.

Furthermore,

she was already showing careful reservations
about
to

immortality.

the

of the

interested

her

and

human soul.

At that

Sherwood, those

immature

the

nature

young age, however, the motives

Dickinson's concern

with an

opinions

most, according

letters, was discovering the truth about

that prompted
keeping

What

to con-

mind.

with

salvation

According to

were in

William

motives were one-dimensional:

Perhaps the most shocking aspect of the treatment
of death and immortality in Emily Dickinson's
early letters is the lack of compassion or of
spiritual depth with which she views these two
concepts.
Death matters only because it removes
her friends; immortality is important because it
will reunite her with them. (19)
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Sherwood's appraisal

makes sense

importance

placed

personal
tant

Dickinson

interaction

because of the intense

upon friendship.

with close friends was more impor-

the "spiritual depth" that Sherwood

than

To her,

described.

In fact, the only compassion Dickinson readily showed
was toward
death's

her friends.

business of

Dickinson seemed
ships
and

She often made references

taking from

her the ones she loved.

to exist largely through

with family and friends when she

those friendships remained

out her

life, as

is evident

in

to

her relation-

was a

young girl,

important to her throughthis letter to the

Hollands:

Good -night!
I can't stay any longer in a world
of death.
Austin is ill of fever.
I buried my
garden last week --our man, Dick, lost a little
girl through the scarlet fever.
I thought perhaps you were dead, and not knowing the sexton's
Ah!
address, interrogate the daisies.
dainty -dainty Death!
Ah!
democratic Death!
Grasping
the proudest zinnia from my purple garden, --then
deep to his bosom calling the serf's child! (2:341)

God's judgement, for Dickinson, was often cruel and

un-

warranted.

In a letter to Jane

Humphrey, Dickinson imagined

her own

while demonstrating

a resentful attitude toward

end

death:

The other day I tried to think how I should look
with my eyes shut, and a little white gown on,
and a snowdrop on my breast; and I fancied
heard the neighbors stealing in so softly to
look down in my face --so fast asleep --so still -Oh Jennie, will you and I really become like this?
. . . I think of the grave very often, and how
much it has got of mine, and whether I can ever
stop it from carrying off what I love. (1:198)
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This
who

passage

is characteristic of the

viewed death as a thief of life.

philosophical

Dickinson saw

port to eternity.
of the
and

Dickinson,

young

The older, more

death as a roars
poet questioned

Once the

of

trans-

the

validity

Christian doctrine, her philosophy of the soul

her

religious quest

launched

an

independent

began to intensify, and

she

analysis of death, life, and

spirituality.
Most critics agree

that

Dickinson's early letters

were reflections of her family life and
merely showed
her

poetry.

glimpses of the
David

Higgins

in

thought that characterized

notes that "The letters of

1842-56 delineate the family
atmosphere

and

which Emily lived

so established
and

essence, that atmosphere contributed
as a

person

in

that her intellect

by solitude, thus creating

her friends, and

the

the

wrote" (27).

In

to Dickinson's growth

was continually fueled

perfect environment from

which the

reclusive

more

likely that Dickinson's need for close friend-

than

ships was
own

Emily

would

ultimately emerge.

a result of her distant relationship

parents.

stern man

poet

Biographers describe Edward

who showed

no affection

toward

with

It is

her

Dickinson as a
his children.

Norcross Dickinson, by contrast, was a "background

figure

in

the life of the family."

showed

an

interest

And

neither parent

in Emily's intellectual

pursuits (31).

In short, Dickinson's multitude of letters exemplified
for some sort of emotional stimulation, and

her need

threat of death to her early friends seems to be

in the universe.

As she

1863, "Life is death

her Norcross cousins in

told

we're

the
its state

to her speculations about the soul and

catalyst

the

lengthy at, death

the

hinge

to life" (2:425).
The letters that comprise

Dickinson's

the primary stages of thought which

youth

ultimately led

poetry, but more importantly, the early letters
the Dickinson scholar with
by the
would

poet herself.

truly follow

to

poetry.

the poem

writing,

began to devote

poet.

During

much of her
poems

Warner Crowell in April of 1856.

lacks the quality of her later

does reflect the style and
According

perspective.

In fact, one of her first

appears in a letter to Mary
Although

described

to mature philosophically, that one may

the development of Dickinson as a

writing

provide

background

stage of her letter

1855-1879, Dickinson

years

to her

Without this initial framework, it

until the second

when she began

time

personal

be difficult to study the poetry in full

It is not

the

a

do show

work, it

ideas Dickinson is famous for.

to Johnson, "Of special importance

is

the

year 1858,

for sometime then Emily Dickinson became seriously interested
in

writing

manuscript

poetry, and

began

to fashion

volumes that she continued

decade or so" (2:332).

her

packets--the slim

to assemble for another
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Dickinson's attitude

also began

to change

in

the

second

stage of letter writing, especially her attitude

toward

God

wit

and

immortality.

grew sharper and

notable

phrases

in

her

As

equality, debate, and

poet grew older, her

personality more cynical.
indicate

the letters

was beginning to exchange

the

that Dickinson

her fear of God for

resentment.

a sense of

In a letter

to the

Hollands, Dickinson made

the following comment:

are brittle

was

me shrewd
felt

in

things.

with

dependent

with

her future
taking
and

penurious

with

God

with

that

makes

Dickinson

for the lives of her family

Undoubtedly, the

poet

was growing more in-

time and, therefore, more skeptical about

after death.

Although

she despised

her friends and family away, she

began

"Sisters

me, which

Is it possible

Him" (2:353).

competition

and friends?

God

Several

to see death

life.

She continued

tality

and

as more

than

to search for

frequently discussed

it

was

an end
the
in

death for

also curious
to

truth

physical
about immor-

her letters:

It grieves me that you speak of Death with so
much expectation.
I know there is no pang like
that for those we love, nor any leisure like the
one they leave so closed behind them, but Dying
is a wild Night and a new Road.
I suppose we
are all thinking of Immortality, at times so
stimulatedly that we cannot sleep.
Secrets are
interesting, but they are also solemn --and speculate with all our might, we cannot ascertain.
(2:463)
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Johnson
a conflict
such

suggests that

in

the poet was also experiencing

her own life, "an emotional disturbance of

magnitude that she feared for

This statement

is considerably less restricting

references to the poet's sanity.
Dickinson
simply

her reason" (2:388).

Many critics

actually went mad, while

bordered

on

others feel

the brink of madness.

poems do indicate

emotional

the

sitive
that

change

in

greatly

period from

that she

a degree of

was insane

no one will ever prove or disprove.
that the

that

poet was an extremely sen-

individual; whether or not she

to say

think

Granted. some

of Dickinson's letters and
instability, but

than most

is a fact

It

is sufficient

1855-1879 marked

a significant

the poet's mindset

and

to the development of her

therefore, contributed
poetry and

her religious

philosophy.
Not only

was the final stage

her most notable advancement
crucial
that
her
work

time

in

Dickinson

began to correspond

preceptor, meant that she
more seriously.

enclosed

thought, but

the development of

poetry, Dickinson
and

in

four

In

wrote

a

of her letter

was

her

it

poetry.

writing
was also a
The fact

with Thomas Higginson,
beginning

prose style

to

take

her

that resembled

the following letter

to

her

Higginson

poems for his comment:

Are you too deeply occupied to say if my verse
is alive':
The Mind is so near itself--it cannot
see, distinctly --and I have none to ask --Should
you think it breathed --and had you the leisure to
tell me, I should feel a quick gratitude--If I
make the mistake--that you dared to tell me--

•
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would give me sincerer honor --toward vou--I
enclose my name --asking you, if you please -Sir to tell me what is true?
That you will
not betray me--it is needless to ask --since
Honor is its own pawn. (2:403)

That letter was

the first of many Dickinson

to Higginson and
Atlantic

was prompted

by an article

Monthly entitled "Letters to a

would

write

he wrote for

Young

Contributor."

Subsequent letters to Higginson reveal the poet's desire
to write

verse

that

Dickinson fulfilled
her

was special.

"Could

veved--like

you tell

me

to grow--or

how

Higginson, Dickinson expressed

come a

April

of 1862,
more of

in closing asked for

Melody --or Witchcraft?"

her faults and

late

Higginson's request to know

background, (2:404), and

advice:

In

a

In the

is it

uncon-

letters to

sincere desire to learn of

correct them, for she truly wished

poet of substance.

this

to be-

But while she requested

her

preceptor's harshest criticism, she rarely changed

her

verse

to suit

Higginson's taste in meter and

August of 1862, Dickinson

wrote to Higginson

explain her lack of form:
and

cannot rule

little

Force

"I had

myself, and

explodes--and

no Monarch

rhythm.

In

to attempt
in

to

my life,

when I try to organize--my
leaves me bare and charred"

(2:414).
Dickinson's letters

to

Higginson reveal much about

her

philosophy of

poetry

and

immortality.

Again, the following exerpt from

and

her ideas concerning religion
a

letter
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to him demonstrates the

poet's fascination with

mortality, so much so that she

included

a

poem

imon

the

subject:

The Riddle that we guess
We speedily despise -Not anything is stale so long
As Yesterday's Surprise-The risks of Immortality are perhaps its charm -A secure Delight suffers enchantment--

Higginson

soon began to respond

their relationship existed
bond

of

that

bond

includes

mind

between them

sacred.

ings toward

amazement.

almost entirely on
was evident, and

In the second

a reply from

with

Higginson

Though

paper, a

both considered

volume of letters, Johnson
that exemplifies his feel-

Dickinson:

Sometimes I take out your letters and verses,
dear friend, and when I feel their strange power,
it is not strange that I find it hard to write
and that long months pass.
I have the greatest
desire to see you, always feeling that perhaps
if I could once take you by the hand I might be
something to you; but till then you only enshroud
yourself in this fiery mist and I cannot reach
you, but only rejoice in the rare sparkles of
light. . . . It is hard [for me] to understand
how you can live slo alon]e, with thoughts of such
a [quail] ty coming up in you and even the companionship of your dog withdrawn. (2:461)

Although

Higginson might not

have appreciated

the style of

Dickinson's poetry, he, nevertheless, recognized
and

intelligence she possessed.

the talent
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bulk of her letters containing poetry subsided

The

after 1879, and
and somber, a

Dickinson's life

her letters from

in

tone evident

became more secluded

The deaths of several friends and
their former

the letters to lack
health, Dickinson
mortality, and
even

in

her

never ceased

Norcross cousins and

Despite

to be interested

still discussed

later years.

illness caused

her own
vigor.

them

her
in

im-

her ideas about it

In 1882, she wrote

gave

1880-1886.

to

her

her own evaluation

of God's

plan for eternity:

I believe we shall in some manner be cherished
by our Maker--that the One who gave us this remarkable earth ahs the power still farther to
surprise that which He has caused.
Beyond that
all is silence. (3:750)

Ultimatley, the
to develop

in

philosophy that Emily Dickinson began

her letters

one cannot overlook the
prompting

and

her

poetry, but

Dickinson's theory of religion.

The letters help critics

originality and

in

importance of those letters in

sustaining

was no ordinary poet.

was manifested

and

As a

scholars realize
poet, she

was

idea; likewise, as David

that Dickinson

impressive in
Higgins observes

in his essay "Emily Dickinson's Prose," "The Prose of Emily
Dickinson
tried

was as unmistakable as

to condense thought

ing her reader to solve

her poetry.

In

both she

to its essence in epigram, trust-

the

puzzling paradoxes and

puns and

27

ambiguities along the
portant to note
the sole

her

to allow more

than seven

Dickinson's letters

her through
scribed

is im-

poetry" (Sewall 163). since

during her lifetime.

cerning

It

too that Dickinson's "letters became

vehicles for

she refused
lished

way" (Sewall 163).

poems to

be

pub-

Despite the criticism conand

the attempts

to analyze

them, no scholar or critic has ever de-

their value as well

following exerpt from
tially embodies the
teristically concise

as Dickinson

herself.

The

a letter to Higginson quintessen-

nature of her prose in a characDickinson style:

A letter always feels to me like immortality
because it is the mind alone without corporeal
Indebted in our talk to attitude and
friend.
accent, there seems a spectral power in thought
that walks alone. (2:460)

The cerebral genius that Dickinson shares
physical

poets, the genius that

probings

toward

a

with

theory of soul, governs the carefully

manner of her letters as forms of pure

walking

alone.

Overall, Dickinson's letters serve

religion

and

her

letters reflect
thinker
lowing

to

place

in

might

understand

the universe more clearly.

Dickinson's metamorphosis from

mature

intellect

to introduce the

independent thought, so that she

to

meta-

moves her religious

wrought

poet

the

poet, and

young

they are instrumental

her religious development.

In

her

The

in fol-

youth, the poet
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rejected

a

of religion, and
possible avenue
death.

individual

belief in Christianity for an

With

as a result, Dickinson

probed

the letters, the scholar may study

own appraisal of the physical and
her

and

probe even deeper into the vein of thought

ultimately lead

jected
._;lve

to the

need

through

soul freedom and

boldly, for

her own

that

it

is

new

wclid

ideas and

personal religion

a

in

power

the letters do we see

discussed

and

to express her finding',

the letters Dickinson created

orthodoxy so

poet's

truth about eternity.

others as she developed

the

the

spiritual worlds

see

With

every

to immortality, including

that might lead

poetry emerge as a

view

the universe.

that
Only

the poet's rejection
in

re-

of

them that she openly

view of God and

the soul.

Unlike

the

poems, the letters are rarely ambiguous, so the reader
may actually see into the

mind

of the poet.

letters enable the reader to follow
tual maturity from a
rejected

it.

point

where

the poet's

she challenged

Furthermore, Dickinson's attitude

death changed from fear to curiosity, and
that change is evident.

soul's

in

intellecand

finally

toward

the letters

In essence, the letters were

Dickinson's tools of discovery, and
her own

Again, the

in them she examined

place in the universe as an attempt to define the
powers and

philosophy of the

limitations.
human

As a

psyche and

result, a

workable

immortality and

no

a

,3

2

per -
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sonal religion emerge, paving the
expression

in

poetry.

The

philosophical fouadation
theory of immortality and
tion

with

God

and

the

shows an existential
for the soul, and she
the death
soul's

of friends

letters were Dickinson's

upon which she built

universe.

the soul.

In the letters Dickinson

interest in earthly life as

paradise

moves from an early anxiety about
into

bold

speculations about
bold

the

questionings of God,

rejection of orthodox Christian

she manifests a

her entire

the soul in cosmic confronta-

natural immortality and

along with a

way for more artistic

strong sense of the essential

belief.

Also,

isolation of

Chapter Three
Visions of Immortality

Emily
caused
ical
and

Dickinson's quest for relip,ious satisfaction

her

to search for a

world

and

structured life

in the spiritual

scholars generally attempt

poetry to

cussing the

system of ideas

to confine

associated

with

a system of ideas

answers

to her own and

immortality and
To say
of thought
a

the

the

was

based

human

universe and

in

belonged

In
the

the

is

more appropriate

specific

to a

set
to

school

philosophy that she spent

fact, Dickinson's entire

phil-

possibilities that existed

human soul, thereby causing

to reject boundaries of time space, and
rt

that

was

psyche.

contradict the

upon

verse

She

mankind's questions concerning

lifetime developing.

osophy

life.

the

that would, ultimately, provide

that Dickinson
would

work.

Rather, she attempted

her apart from human existence.
devise

her

to escape

her reclusive
to write

Critics

without dis-

that initiated

escapist who endeavored

not an

phys-

Dickinson's

imagery

Likewise, Dickinson's poetry never seems
stereotype

the

well.

world as

the limits of theme and

in

to assert
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that

provincial

the

poet

was

in
her

thought.
slave

to
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her

own

school of thought, one

transcendentalism and

allowed

concepts dealing

the soul

was

with

which was rooted

her to explore original
and

immortality.

Dickinson's vehicle of expression through

could

logically examine

spirit in

the

in

Poetry

which she

possibilities of the

human

its quest for eternal life.

Perhaps the most notable characteristic Dickinson
possessed
when

was her independence.

Christianity was the

she dared
and

discuss

Although
the

to question

time

Dickinson rejected
And

in

her poetry and

again, it was
upon life

not conform.

people

in her own

that

the lives of its followers.

Dickinson

wanted

to accept the

that she

society, the

yet still

mind

In

that

would

the

considered

true
a

answer

to

would

not give
to create

to
in
a

many into

her heart.

personal re-

her own standards.

sense of the

philosopher

earlier,

teachings of Christianity,

As a result, Dickinson endeavored
ligion

attempted

As discussed

she experienced an inner conflict common

dependent thinkers; her

could

the beliefs of a religion

left so many questions unanswered

to guide

but

not accept or follow

not question

because of the

placed

poet could

letters.

orthodoxy, she did

limits orthodox religion
the

history

validity of the orthodox faith

its shortcomings

Unlike

in

primary concern of society,

the

existence of God.

During a

word, Dickinson could

not be

because she never developed a
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complete, consistent system.
ideas to

She continually added

her

poetry as she

began

to Christian

thinking; and

as she matured

concept of
of

the soul

ideas.

In

patterns of
the

human

extreme
of

broadened

Dickinson's

thought

and encompassed

with

with themes that "reveal an

the effect of death, the

the reality of God" (Pickard

However, Dickinson's heresy was more
action against orthodoxy than
and

Christ.

multitude

to her concept of

Many scholars consider Dickinson a

both God

poet, her
a

the problems of immortality, the

of faith, and

in

as a

poetry, one who follows the

psyche is bombarded

the

to discover alternatives

that she applied

preoccupation

new

nature

possibility

35).

Christian

heretic.

the result of a re-

unbelief, for she did

Paul Ferlazzo describes

believe

her state

of belief perhaps better than any other critic to date:

Dickinson lived with doubt without ever despairing.
She did not know the final answers to the important
religious questions; and, what is more, she knew
she could never know them.
God, salvation, eternity, and sin were subjects which the ministers of
her age and their devout followers had dealt with
to their satisfaction but not to hers. . . . If
she did not know the truth, she did not deny that
the truth might exist. . . . While she desired salvation and immortality, she denied the orthodox
view of paradise. (32)

As a result of her doubt, Dickinson endeavored
truths

through poetry, knowing

impossible.

that her task

to find

was

the

perhaps

Again, Ferlazzo pinpoints the major pieces of
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information one needs to
hind

Dickinson's poetry

understand
and

the

motivation

be-

philosophy:

Since she permitted herself to experience the
extremes of faith and loss, her poetry records
a great soul's journey to understand its place
in the universe. . . . Dickinson's major poetic
method in dealing with religious subjects reflects the tension in her mind between belief
and disbelief.
(32)

Dickinson entertained
out

her

desire
bending

philosophy

and

to become a

possibility of faith

poetry

with

Christian.

not

been so obsessed

immortality, she probably would

with

ever discovered

chances are
decreased

with

the

the

her poetry.

the

Thomas
between

Ford

agrees

belief and

Therefore, if she

nature of immortality, tho

true

great that her need

tremendously (149).

poetry into an even clearer

truth about

not have written

it was the "tension

disbelief" that motivated
had

un-

way to heaven.

number of poems that she did.

Ferlazzo that

genuine

As a result of the

her right to choose her own

Dickinson

excessive

perhaps a

through-

dogma, however, she never re-

nature of church

linquished
Had

the

to write

poetry

Jane Eberwein

would

puts

have

Dickinson's

perspective:

Discontented with the routine answers that seemed
to satisfy most people and unwilling to rest in
the uncertainty that sufficed for others, she
concentrated on the effort to make connections
between "this side" and the other, the finite and
the infinite, time and eternity. (225)
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When discussing the

primary aspects of Dickinson's

religious thought, the reader always returns to
original inspiration
of immortality.

the poet's mind, the idea

Dickinson's search for eternal

great concern

the

within

in

her life, and without a

amination of every possibility, she would
satisfied.

Consequently, her quest for the

not necessarily the

ideas she could
up

truth

with

tinued

was

to entertain

to her
philosoph-

ideas that

most consoling, yet they were

not ignore.

Though Dickinson often cane

negative answers to her ow
to search for the

been

She perused

Throughout her entire

ical quest, Dickinson continued
were

genuine ex-

possibility as if it might be the answer

lifetime of questions.

life was

never have

not always limited to strict rationality.
every

the

truth.

luestions, she con-

In several poems,

Dickinson even discussed

the possibility that eternitv

was actually a myth, and

the following poem deals

that

view:

How L• man Nature dotes
On what it can't detect.
The moment that a Plot is plumbed
Prospective is extinct-Prospective is the friend
Reserved for us to know
When Constancy is clarified
Of Curiosity-Of subjects that resist
Redoubtablest is this
Where go we -Go we anywhere
Creation after this?

with
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According to Johnson's analysis of Dickinson's
writing, the

poem

was forty-seven

was

written about 1877 when

years old.

handthe poet

Obviously, Dickinson

was

not making an immature observation about life or immortality.

Rather, she was displaying a serious doubt

troubled

her throughout

in

her life.

Unlike

her community, Dickinson could

eternity based

solely upon

entirely certain
claims

to

the Christians

not accept a

blind faith, and

that anyone else could

the contrary (Eberwein

229).

that

belief in

she

was not

either, despite
Although

she never

denounced

heaven or God, Dickinson continually questioned

then, and

as the

previous

poem suggests, maturity caused

even deeper doubts to surface.

Thus. Dickinson's theory

of religion

be

and

the soul should

life-long doubt and
enough

questioning.

to reject basic Christian

quarrel

with God

in accord

with

in

as a

product of

She was courageous
dogma and

to reason and

her search for a spiritual order more

her own experience of reality.

Another problem concerning
several of

viewed

immortality surfaces in

Dickinson's poems, until

it eventually

a recurrent motif, one which confuses critics and
The existence of some
soul seems to surround
poet

did

not reveal

stead, she

hinted

becomes
readers.

mysterious super pain deep in
many of Dickinson's

poems.

the
The

the nature of the horror, however; in-

at the

possibility that

this supreme
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agony had

the capacity to

negate

the soul's immortality.

Diehl speculates on the nature of the

mystery:

The possibility of a "lower deep" a more potent mystery to conquer, becones, for Dickinson,
the abyss; expansion opens into emptiness.
She
cannot abide the thought of fathomless depths,
for they offer no opportunity but the terror of
imminent destruction, an utter dissolution of
the self. (170)

Diehl's

evaluation of the mystery is a valid

After all, what horror could
than

the

have

immortality, and

ultimate

horror for her.

accepted

the

continued

in

on

that hope

poet

Dickinson's

that

probability

would

We cannot assume

have
that

been

the

Dickinson

theory of the death of the soul, because she

to search for other potential avenues.

must assume
with

the

possibility of

the

though she questioned

herself, the destruction of

grapple

worse for

complete annihilation of the soul?

entire religious quest was oased

we

been

assumption.

that

this

the

poet's

theoretic

honest mind

was

possibility, and

Instead,

willing to

pay the

price

dread.
Another

possible insight into the mystery of Dickinson's

mysterious pain might
hell are

be

the sane thing.

true, then
shattered.

the

realization

If this theory

that paradise an
turned

the soul's hope for peace after death
The following

out

to be

would

be

poem exhibits the supreme horror
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that

Dickinson feared:

'Tis so appalling it exhilarates!
So over -horror it half captivates!
The Soul stares after it, secure,
To know the worst leaves no dread more.
To scan a ghost is faint,
But grappling conquers it.
How easy, torment, now -Suspense kept sawing so.
The truth is bald and cold,
But that will hold.
If any are not sure,
We show them prayer -But we who know
Stop hoping now.
Looking at Death is dying-Just let go the breath,
And not the pillow at your cheek
So slumbereth.
Others can wrestle, yours is done,
And so of woe bleak dreaded, come -It sets the fright at liberty,
And terror's free -Gay, ghastly holiday!

Whatever

this supreme

horror

may

have

in

times

life

to

was to find

weaken

immortality, but she seemed

in the face of this great horror.

simply speculation about the

this

poem

such

terror, or

is

it

at

Is

possibility of

the manifestation of Dickinson's

genuine fears about the spiritual
poet's

refusal to reveal

was an

attempt to avoid

exist, and

powers

Dickinson's primary con-

of destruction were tremendous.
cern

been, its

world?

Perhaps the

the exact nature of
it.

At

the

horror

any rate, the fear did

Dickinson's speculation about

it leads

the
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reader

to

believe

not question when
part of the

that

there

was

immortality

soul could

the

very close

soul

at some
In

damnation, and

point cannot

viewpoint of the soul

the

universe.

In order

used
in

It

philosophic

between

the extinction

her craft

Dickinson's religious concerns, one

of the

unfold

to

understand

inner

possibility.

its interaction

to fully

rational

is the soul ever

be eliminated as a

essence, Dickinson

own

The

to the

soul can oscillate forever

states of bliss and

poet did

bleak speculations.

belief that at no point in eternity
secure, and

the

was at stake.

not avoid

seems likely that she comes

nothing

with
the

her

God and

scope of

must allow for the

individuality of the soul.

For Dickinson, the

soul

supreme

in

Henry W.

power that survived

Wells describes Dickinson
spirit, with

a

as a "free and

will of her own and

herself as a sovereign state
The

and of itself.

within

idea of the soul's supremacy

poetry

itself, and

the following

was a

independent

power to establish

a

the universe" (105).

is best conveyed
poem shows

of Dickinson's overall concept of the soul:

The Soul unto itself
Is an imperial friend -Or the most agonyzing Spy-An enemy--could Send -Secure against its own -No treason it can fear
Itself--it's Sovereign --of itself
The Soul should stand in Awe--

in the

the essence
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There is a
and

god -like quality

in the

tone of the

Dickinson implies that no other force

verse is more powerful than
God.

the

the human soul, not

Again, the idea of supremacy

following

in

poem,

is displayed

unieven
in the

poem:

You cannot take itself
From any Human soul-That indestructible estate
Enable him to dwell-Impregnable as Light
That every man behold
But take away as difficult
As undiscovered Gold --

Both

poems demonstrate the

idea of the soul's free will;

the soul is its own ruler.

Perhaps this conviction

the core of Dickinson's problem

with

Christianity, for

the objective of the nineteenth century
Christian
that he
insisted

was to serve God

istic given

England

By contrast, Dickinson

was already immortal, a character-

to it by God

its ultimate allegiance

New

instead of himself in order

might attain immortality.
that the soul

was

at

the time of creation; therefore,

must be

to itself and

its own

pur-

suits.
"The Soul Selects Her Own Society" continues the
of supremacy in a still

more

precise

manner

soul above everything else in the universe:

The Soul selects her own Society-Then --shuts the Door -To her divine Majority -Present no more--

by placing

theory
the

/4 1

Unmoked--she notes the Chariots--pausing-At her low Gate -Unmoved --an Emperor be kneeling
Upon her Mat-I've known her --from an ample nation -Choose One -Then --close the Valves of her attention -Like Stone--

Dickinson's choice of words
and

effective

in that it

to none, including God.
Why should

interesting.

The second stanza

that supremacy

the stanza. "Unmoved."

it

Society" to enter
the

by repeating the key

because

toward

God

showed

no compassion toward

in

that

would

paradise.

tone of the poem

poem

and

immortality.

a new

word

in

mockery of

the

have allowed "her own
stanza

is

vital to

it conveys Dickinson's feelings

the soul, like

the Calvinistic God,

the sinners (the non -elect).
toward

Christianity

Not only does the poem demonstrate

isolated soul.

to

Like God (in the Cal-

the

ideas of God, but it is

example of Dickinson's attempt

status of the
manded

bold

The second

poet's resentment of traditional
also an

is a

typifies Dickinson's attitude

The

mere

made a specific attempt

The poem

theory), the soul

by

is, after all, the supreme

Calvinistic theory of the elect.
vinistic

is especially

the soul be affected

In fact, Dickinson

demonstrate

is calculating

makes the soul an emperor second

chariots and emperors when
entity?

in this poem

to show

the regal

Like Emerson, Dickinson de-

theory of the soul for her

personal

religion
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that would

give it enormous

Dickinson expressed
times

in

her poetry, and

power and dominion.

her resentment of God
there

poetry that suggests that God

is a continual motif in the
is anything

olent deity her fellow Christians had
following

poem

many

but the benev-

described.

The

is an example of that motif:

Of Course --I prayed -And did God Care?
He cared as much as on the Air
A Bird --had stamped her foot-And cried "Give Me"-My Reason--Life-I had not had --but for Yourself-Twere better Charity
To leave me in the Atom's Tomb -Merry, and Nought, and gay, and numb -Than this smart Misery.

Obviously, Dickinson ridiculed

the theory that God

stepped

in, with love, to help a soul

in

when

years old; therefore, it is

Dickinson was thirty-two

not a
showed

casual youthful item.

pain.

The bitterness that

about God's mercy continued

Again, the following

The poem

was written

Dickinson

throughout her life.

poer demonstrates that bitterness and

is an excellent example of Dickinson's resentment for the
deity:

We knew not that we were to live -Nor when--we are to die -Our ignorance --our cuirass is-We wear Mortality
As lightly as an Option Gown
Till asked to take it off-By his intrusion, God is known -It is the same with Life--
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God, it

seems, makes himself known

destroy.

Dickinson

she challenged

never surrendered

His motives and

might

immortality.

be

tality

In

no more than a

he

to god

her actions

out of fear;
without
might cost her

Dickinson's opinion, a
possession

to God, and

was at the mercy of His judgement.

that Christians saw as a
more like

wants to

His judgement

flinching, even though she knew
her own

when

human self
man's mor-

The loving God

protector of His followers was

a jealous overseer to Dickinson:

God is indeed a jealous God -He cannot bear to see
That we had rather not with Him
But with each other play.

The
she

perceived

verse
God

human soul
i.v

immune to the

had

given

was, indeed, sacred
soul

as a

to

And

the human spirit a free will, she

stant representation of

equal

separate entity in the

power of any other being.

that any further intervention

stemmed

to Dickinson, and

by

from Dickinson's belief that the
the soul of God.

Since man

human

only

plane as God's, with

barrier between them.

equality to God surfaces in

The con-

power
soul

was created

he was akin to Him; therefore, man's soul existed
the same

because

believed

Him was unfair.

the soul as a supreme

uni-

was

by God,
much on

physical life acting as the

Dickinson's belief

in

the following poem

more directly

the soul's
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than in others on

the same subject:

The Soul's Superior instants
Occur to Her--alone-When friend --and Earth's occasion
Have infinite withdrawn -Or She--Herself--ascended
To too remote a Height
For lower Recognition
Than Her Omnipotent -This Mortal Abolition
Is seldom --but as fair
As Apparition --subject
To Autocratic Air -Eternity's disclosure
To favorites--a few -Of the Colossal substance
Of Immortality.

Again, immortality is the subject of the
included

the theme of equality as if it

Characteristically, she capitalized
tance, and

poem, but
were

the

poet

unquestionable.

words of great impor-

in the first stanza, Dickinson

capitalized "Her"

when she referred

to the soul, just as she capitalized "Him"

when she referred

to God.

powers over life and
should

yield

Although

Even if she allowed

death, she did

God

cruel

not think the human soul

its equality to God.
Dickinson reasoned

that the soul

was equal to

the spirit of God, she did

not deny God's ability

restrictions upon man, and

often, her poetry reflects a

sharp resentment of those restrictions.
suggests

that Dickinson assumed

ation, lonliness, or tragedy

William

to place

Sherwood

man must endure any humili-

that God

might

impose

upon

him
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in

order to

uation

gain

immortality (135).

incorrect in

is

that

Sherwood's eval-

it contradicts some of the

elements of Dickinson's religious opinions because she
considered

immortality to

existence.

In short, the

it

was

born of God.

tion, however, and
logically

powers.

was

unable

In her

not

to choose

its

own friends and

rule its own

in her

along

with

about

immortality and

protect it

view

of

of many

prove

poetry and

her

were sometimes
the soul

with

had

love, but

think

it

its own

seemed

to

indicate that

to brood

the existence of paradise.

to be any

paradise differed
view.

She created

paradoxes that con-

her convictions she continued

would

was one

domain.

Earth was paradise, and

Christian

view

may

stantly emerged

cept of

to accept.

of God, ideas that

Dickinson's life consisted

heaven

poet felt might

England

God

thoughts, and

life on

that the

to God's priviledge of determining

but always original.

a right

born eternal because

Christian doctrine of New

own ideas of heaven and

absolute

was

the resentment

that Emily Dickinson

had

soul

human soul.

The rigid

cynical

a direct result of the soul's

This theory does not rule out damna-

be attributed

the fate of a

be

she

was

better.

greatly from

In fact, the

not sure

She

To her,
whether

The poet's own conthe conventional

poet considered

heaven to be ridiculous.

over doubts

pondered

the

traditional

the scene

in

her

mind

and

fought natural

urges to denounce religion

entirely:

I never felt at Home--Below-And in the Handsome Skies
I shall not feel at Home--I know -I don't like Paradise -Because it's Sunday--all the time-And Recess--never comes-And Eden'll be so lonesome
Bright Wednesday Afternoons-If God could make a visit-Or ever took a Nap-So not to see us --but they say
Himself--a Telescope
Perennial beholds us-Myself would run away
From Him --and Holy Ghost --and All -But there's the "Judgement Day"! (197)

Although

the

possesses

poem

a

quite serious about conveying
view of God

poet's

her message.

left nothing for freedom; God

all-seeing, and
text seemed

playful tone, Dickinson

like

all-powerful.
a

prison

was

Thus, paradise

Christian

all-knowing,

mind, inhabitants of heaven were allowed

expresses

God, she

Even

if she chose

would eventually have

to "run

been called

was in a
away" fron

to atone for

this paradox.

cannot

that Dickinson joined

that existential earthly life be

her

However, it

with

who insisted

the

no room for

that she

sins--at least she played
be over-emphasized

In

The last

to God.

Dickinson's realization

precarious situation.

that con-

in

sentence to Dickinson.

idleness, and every day was sacrificed
stanza

The

was

other

seen

as

writers
para-

4/

disc.

The soul was already

would ever
Not

in

as perfect

a

state as it

be.

only did

Dickinson refuse

to accept the

teach-

ings of orthodox Christianity, but she also dared
lyze

the

God

Eberwein
her at

that she

was supposed

suggests, "The

to love

to ana-

and fear.

religious tradition enjoined

home, at school, and

in church

presented

God

her

Norcross cousins, Dickinson

upon
to the

poet as a cruel, jealous, all-powerful being" (243).
letter to

As

In a

boldly criticized

God:

. . . The seeing pain one can't relieve makes a
If angels have the heart beneath
demon of one.
their silver jackets, I think such things could
make them weep, but Heaven is so cold!
It will
never look kind to me that God, who causes all,
denies such little wishes.
It could not hurt His
glory, unless it were a lonesome kind.
I' most
conclude it is. (2:376)

What

glory could God

upon

His followers? This question

in

Dickinson's mind

fering and

death.

have enjoyed

since
Perhaps

by inflicting
must have

her feelings toward

wanted

to

be

giving

with suf-

God

to

to attain immortal life, but on

hand, she often dreaded

pain

been foremost

many of her poems deal

as contradictory as His actions seemed
hand, she

such

were just

her.

On one

the other

up the splendor of life on

earth.
At

times Dickinson's perception of God

childlike, for she viewed

Christianity as a

seemed

to be

lifelong sentence
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of drudgery.

Apparently, Dickinson believed

definition of loyalty contrasted
of happiness; hence, one could
sin

at

the same time.

"Of God

that God's

with her own definition

not be happy and
We

Ask One

free from

Favor" demon-

strates the poet's feelings concerning the Christian quest
for eternal life:

Of God we ask one favor,
That we may be forgiven-For what, he is presumed to know -The Crime, from us, is hidden -Immured the whole of Life
Within a magic Prison
We reprimand the Happiness
That too competes with Heaven.

This

is only one of many that Dickinson

poem

refelected
condition

the satiric attitude with
in

the

universe.

wrote

which she viewed

Consequently, the

people

cynicism

happy might

is evident

life, death, and

in

make God

wrathful.

her

tone of her

poetry frequently shows anger and resentment, for
makes

which

what

Dickinson's

the following poem as she approached

immortality

ticism about God's love and

with

a tone of brutal skep-

justice:

I reason, earth is short -And anguish--absolute-And many hurt;
But what of that?
J reason, we could die -The best Vitality
Cannot excel Decay,
But, what of that?
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I reason, that in Heaven -Somehow, it will be even-Some new Equation, given -But, what of that?

her own free

Therefore, she could
Granted, heaven

possible stances.

God's
from

will.

mortal life, but

regarded

not

immortality as a

matter, she

showed

In a

than

some of

might be different

New England

Dickinson

instead

right of the soul

of a

Christian.
to be

the destiny of her soul

sometimes discussed

reverent terms.

sneer at

necessarily better.

priviledge, unlike the typical
While she considered

powerful

was no more

will

For Dickinson, divine

a serious

in less than

that destiny

letter to John L. Graves, Dickinson

her feelings toward

immortality:

To live, and die, and mount again in triumphant
body, and next time, try the upper air--is no
It is a jolly thought to think
schoolboy's theme!
that we can be Eternal --when air and earth are
full of lives that are gone --and a conceited thing
Congratulate
indeed, this promised Resurrection!
you"--that
to
me--John--Lad--and "here's a health
chary
not
need
we have each a pair of lives, and
(2:328)
is"-be, of the one "that now

To
but

Dickinson, immortality

was the ultimate quest in life,

not denigrate immediate

that quest should

this brief poem, she expressed
concise

manner:

larceny/Is

"Take all

left --the

that belief in

her

In

usual,

away--/The only thing worth

Immortality--."

lowing

poem, Dickinson condensed

ligion

and

immortality

living.

into the

Finally, in

the fol-

her entire theory of resingle idea

that both

were,
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in reality, riddles that she knew she might never conpletely solve:

This World is not Conclusion.
A Species stands beyond -Invisible, as Music-But positive, as Sound -It beckons, and it baffles-Philosophy--don't know -And through a Riddle, at the last-Sagacity, must go-To guess it, puzzles scholars-To gain it, Men have borne
Contempt of Generations
And Crucifixion, shown -Faith slips--and laughs, and rallies -Blushes, if any see -Plucks at a twig of Evidence-And asks a Vane, the way-Much Gesture, from the Pulpit -Strong Hallelujahs roll -Narcotics cannot still the Tooth
That nibbles at the soul --

Through
Dickinson

a continual examination of every possibility,

worked

that reflected
death.

Even

a

out her own religious philosophy, one
transcendental attitude

concentrated

during

her

lifetime.

of all

a

the

workable

in

philosophy for

patterns

to discover the

the process, she cultithe human

the doubts she admits, and

conversations with God

basic

In short, Dickinson

all of her efforts on trying

truth about immortality, and
vated

life and

though Dickinson's theories openly acknow-

ledge uncertainties, they still follow
she developed

toward

In

spite

in spite of her sardonic

about His cold

does reach an affirmative center:

soul.

indifference, she

the soul is divine in

essence, and

this gives it

to those of God.
own

metaphysics

has such
about

power

soul

The
and

choose

it is uncertain.

But

its own

way to

what God

the freedom

work out

its

happiness.

It

chooses to do
and

royalty of the

The soul is made for immortality.

and, as Dickinson so aptly
journey

powers equal

must struggle to

and freedom, and

soul are not uncertain.

that

transcendental

puts it

in

the following

poem,

is its right, regardless of orthodox religion:

Mine --by the
Mine--by the
Mine --by the
Bars --cannot

Right of the White Election!
Royal Seal!
Sign in the Scarlet prison -conceal!

Mine--here--in Vision --and in
Mine --by the Grave's Repeal-Titled--Confirmed-Delirious Charter!
Mine --long as Ages steal!

Veto!

•

Chapter

Circumference

Death and

In
find

Emily

Dickinson's letters and

two major subjects

sonal

Four

at

the core of the

religious philosophy.

in

her attempt

Just

as

her

and

important to

to categorize the spiritual

views concerning

immortality

major changes, so did

derwent

poet's

may
per-

Those two subjects, death

and circumference, became extremely
poet

poetry, one

the
universe.

matured

and

un-

her views concerning death

While

the

idea of death

occupied

Dickinson's mind

and

poetry, circumference be-

came

method of explaining death's place

circumference.

her

continually

in

the uni-

verse.
It
in the
and

is

not enough to say that death

poetry of Emily Dickinson, then

define

the

poetic images related
in

Dickinson's major concern
references to death are
set.

For

life; rather, it

was the

search for immortality.

major theme

attempt

to it.

to analyze

Because

life was immortality, her

vital

Dickinson, death

is a

in understanding

her mind-

was not merely the absence of

primary factor

in the

For Dickinson, death
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poet's
was

the

53

butler

at

immortality's door; he closed

physical existence and opened
Hyatt H.

Waggoner makes an

poet's attitude

toward

the door to

the door to eternal

life.

important observation on the

death:

[Dickinson's) personal situation and her psychic
necessities joined forces with her religious and
philosophic heritage to make the experience of
living in constant awareness of the coming death,
and the imaginative realization of dying as the
c:imactic experience of living. (299)

Waggoner's statement embodies
in studying

Dickinson's view

the cosmic drama, of
The following poem
poet's

the

is a

theory of the

the crucial idea

necessary

of death --the climacterics,

awesome moment of transition.
prime example of this focus

in

the

soul.

Departed --to the Judgement-A Mighty Afternoon -Great Clouds--like Ushers—leaning-Creation--looking on -The
The
Two
And

Flesh--Surrendered--Cancelled-Bodiless--begun-Worlds --like Audiences--disperse-leave the Soul--alone--

Indeed, as Henry
the supreme

touchstone for Life" (93).

out that almost
with

Wells suggests, "death

thirty

became for Emily
Wells also points

percent of Dickinson's

poems deal

the theme of death:

[death) becomes the key to art, to beauty, and
The mortal foe that kills the feeling,
to life.
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stops the heart, ends all emotion, becones the
saviour that arouses the feelings, stirs the
heart, and is the true begetter of emotion.
Life
gains its values through destruction of itself.
(95)

Although

Wells' assertion seems to over emphasize the

importance of death in
truth, it does embody
based
with

Dickinson's pursuit of religious
the

basic concept that she eventually

her entire theory upon:
a

immortality

paradoxical mixture of dread

and

invests death

joy.

In

Stairway

of Surprise, Charles Anderson discusses Dickinson's obsession

with death.

titudes

According

toward death

become

casion of a search for
emotion
looked
to

to

Anderson, the

valid

take from

death as a

it

is made the oc-

meaning rather than

for its own sake" (228).
upon

when

In

her

poet's "At-

an expression of

youth, the

cruel thief whose only

her the people

she

loved.

poet

purpose

was

But

as

matured, her view of death changed, and

she

no longer saw

it

Instead, death

in a

came

negative, one-dimensional

the

manifestation of Dickinson's lifetime

fears, for ono/ through
she

the

discover the essence

partly dread
the

but mostly

real divine comedy

orthodox
To

negation of

in

be-

of hopes and

Death

great adventure for

God's

poet

physical life could

of immortality.
the

becomes
the

soul,

plan, quite different from

opinion.
Dickinson. death

own feelings toward God.
leased

way.

the

man form the

was a
Death

torture

paradox

that

was good

in

of mortal life,

paralleled
that

her

it re-

yet death

was
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also bad

because

tainty and

it cast

man

into a world of uncer-

alienation from loved ones.

Dickinson ex-

amined

many possible facets of death in order to get

closer

to

its secrets.

companions of death
but Dickinson
that usually
the

pain

probed

Her

poems deal

My

deeper

went unnoticed.

into death

her own imagined

Not only did

she

the detailed

best known

The following

work relating

to

things

describe
the Opposite

events surFuneral in
toward death

the reader also detects an

amount of celebratory anticipation
works.

in

death in "I Felt a

Certainly, Dickinson's attitude

was one of fear, yet

major

and examined

of others in "There's Been a Death

Brain."

graves,

like funerals, mourners, and

House," but she also reiterated
rounding

with the obvious

enormous

in some of the

poet's

poem is perhaps Dickinson's
the theme of death:

Because I could not stop for Death -He kindly stopped for me -The Carriage held but just Ourselves-And Immortality.
We slowly drove --He knew no haste
And I had put away
My labor and my leisure too,
For His Civility-We passed the School, where Children strove
At Recess--in the Ring -We passed the Fields of Gazing Grain -We passed the Setting Sun -Or rather --He passed Us-The Dews drew quivering and chill-For only Gossamer, my Gown -My Tippet--only Tulle--

'in •

We paused before a House that seemed
A Swelling of the Ground -The Roof was scarcely visible -The Cornice--in the Ground -Since then--'tis Centuries--and yet
Feels shorter than the Day
I first surmised the Horses' Heads
Were toward Eternity--

The criticism on this
analyses differ greatly.

poem

is

Allen Tate considers "The

Chariot" one of the "perfect poems
while

Ivor

Winters accuses

some areas

and

plentiful, but the

in English" (102),

it of being fraudulent in

insufficient

in others.

Regardless of

the opposing views, most critics do agree on
major

theme.

dramatic

funeral

was

by way of death.

poen, and

elements of

The latter is

"The Chariot" embodies

Dickinson's

view

toward

sesses

positive and

states

in The Long Shadow, the poem

death

negative elements.

As

the

to im-

personified

the images combine to formulate

procession.

poem's

Dickinson's attempt to describe

moment of the move from conscious life

mortality
in the

It

the

the

the crucial

in

that it

pos-

Clark Griffith

is

Emily Dickinson's legitimate attempt to imagine
the death which she knows must come to her and
to spell out her responses to this inevitable
experience. . . . In one sense, the poet is repelled by the prospect of dying. . . . But
sunultaneously with the fears it evokes, the
prospect of dying also holds out a definite
appeal. (133)

Griffith

also discusses death's double nature:

Death was capable of beckoning and inviting
her because, though it might be the final indignity imposed by time, still, paradoxically
enough, death also constituted the only real
refuge from temporality.
To die was, for
Emily Dickinson, a matter of gaining immunity. (141)

In essence, then, death
For Dickinson, death
of mystery and

both

barrier and

was second only to God

power.

horrifying quality.

was

and

No one

is unique

in

boldly theoretic at a

unusual

American

in

as a force

Death's mystery was its most
could

know for sure

immortality or annihilation followed.
ment of death

vehicle.

that

whether

Dickinson's treat-

it is highly existential

time when such colorations were

literature.

Dickinson explored

every possible avenue in dealing

with

death, even treating death

as a lover.

poem

is one of Dickinson's most

powerful:

The following

Death is the supple Suitor
That wins at last -It is a stealthy Wooing
Conducted first
By pallid innuendoes
And dim approach
But brave at last with Bugles
And a bisected coach
It bears away in triumph
To Troth unknown
And Kindred as responsive
As Porcelain.

The "pallid

innuendoes" are

psychologically shrewd

and
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chilling.
up

bleaker

As usual. Dickinson

will not completely give

possibilities since

death "bears away

triumph/To Troth

Unknown."

As

Ferlazzo

points out, the

poet's most memorable wotk "focuses on the
pects of dying, and
corpse or a
(43).

we are invited

living body at

Dickinson can seem
The

poems in

in

physical as-

to contemplate a

the moment it becomes a corpse"
a

bit macabre at times.

this category reveal Dickinson's rather

clinical curiosity concerning the moment of death.
she could

Since

not literally experience the sensations of death,

she endeavored

to explore them through

poetry:

I felt a Funeral, in my Brain,
And mourners to and fro
Kept treading--treading--till it seemed
That Sense was breaking through -And when they all were seated,
A Service, like a Drum -Kept beating--beating--till I thought
My mind was going numb -And then I heard them lift a Box
And creak across my Soul
With those same Boots of lead, again,
Then Space--began to toll,
As all the Heavens were a Bell.
And Being, but an Ear,
And I, and Silence, some strange Race
Wrecked, solitary, here -And
And
And
And

then a Plank in Reason, broke,
I dropped down, and down -hit a World, at every plunge,
Finished knowing --then--
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Dickinson raises the event of dying to that cosmic
level usually reserved for Christ.
of words

is

vital to the

the

poem

tone of the poem, and

sensations of sound for

stanza depends upon
As

Pickard

was never quite sure that the

soul

would

changed, so did

were

a

the

come

her

poem contains "no hope

poet recorded

mortal

Christian (though
dread, the

death
pain.

the effects of death
notes.
as a
By

some in-

as

if she

times, however,

welcome visitor

who had

with

both

a

unorthodox) cosmic hope and existential

is

illogical

too far because each

been

At other

investing death

mentioned

that Emily

paradox, as changeable

to push

any one

poem on

rep2esents a single and

phase of a complex and on -going
ready

In

poet strikes her special note.

Actually, it
death

of im-

plunge into an eternal

poems relating to death.

presented

to end

important to

Just as Dickinson's ideas about immortality

scientist comparing

Dickinson

con-

especially the end of reason.

observes that the

abyss" (104).

It is

body.

mortality, only a despairing

stances

that separation
because

causes such

that she feared

notice

It is

the body

pain

which

to exist without the

tinue

its effect.

intense

soul

Dickinson

each

sounds intensify as

progresses, the

nears separation from the soul.
from the

Dickinson's choice

meditation.

It

Dickinson was a

in ideas as

in moods.

A

scholar, then, can only speculate cautiously on

partial

has alliving
serious
the final
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importance of her death
whole

life and

way prompted
theory of

philosophy.

by the

the

proud

less attention
In

Each death

poem

Dickinson's

was

poet's interest in following

in some
a richer

individual soul (like Emerson), with

to the life of Christ.

1862, Dickinson

proclaiming "My
though

themes after studying

wrote a letter to Thomas Higginson

Business

is Circumference" (2:412).

no Dickinson scholar

as

yet has truly defined

cumference

in

vide valid

insights into the nature of the concept.

is must
use of

the poet's

terms, a few

have managed

important about circumference is
it

religion

was an integral
and

immortality.

most logical and

that

cir-

to proWhat

Dickinson's

part of her overall concept of
Jane Eberwein offers one of the

clear explanations of Dickinson's

circumference and

Al-

its relation

to

her religious

idea of

worldview:

It seems clear upon reading Dickinson's poems
that the circle is always inner space, separated
by some boundary from external space or substance.
. . . The poet's primary use of the image related to the private space of personal consciousness--to her own identity-and that other circles
connoted by metaphorical extension, either consciousness or the range of knowledge accessible
to consciousness.
This identity exists within the
circumferential margin that represents the boundary itself between the circuit of personal space
and whatever might be outside.
It is margin,
never center. (161)
Eberwein continues

to say

that

the circuit

world (circum-

ference) contains consciousness, the senses, identity, and
matter; consequently, whatever

is considered

a

part of the
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soul is also encompassed
eluding

in

the

circuit world, in Further-

mortality, limitation, and finitude.
circuit represents one soul, and

more, each

everything

outside of the circuit represents infinity and
tality (161).

We could

hardly ask for a

immor-

more inter-

esting concept of the soul's proper domain.
One of Dickinson's most memorable poems deals with
circumference.

because of the

perhaps
"I Saw

Critical analyses of this

poem are few

poem's complexity; nevertheless.

No Way" presents important ideas:

I saw no Way--The Heavens were stitched -I felt the Columns close-The Earth reversed her Hemispheres-I touched the Universe -And back it slid --and I alone-A Speck upon a Ball -Went out upon Circumference -Beyond the Dip of Bell --

In almost every aspect possible, the poem reflects a
feeling

of isolation.

Not only does the

out of Heaven, but she also goes "out
alone.

to challenge

courage (mixed
the

Dip

the

poem

upon Circumference"

enormous cosmic change took place, leaving

An

Dickinson

poet feel shut

of

infinity

by

with fear) to discover

Bell."

Eberwein

by suggesting that

even

at

had

the

what lay "Beyond

provides an explanation for
Dickinson "pushes

mortality, prefers awe to complacency, and
God

She

herself.

toward

im-

gropes toward

the risk of self-destruction" (163).

One
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crucial

point in the poem

expands, the outer

world

is that as the soul's domain
is

pushed

back.

Emily Dickinson's fears about circumference
lleled

her fears about death

and death represented
and eternity.

barriers and

As discussed

that "Immortality night
through

because both

yet

circumference could

circumference

bridges between life

earlier, Dickinson feared
prove a myth --that

joy and

partners for Dickinson, both

dread.

the life of a

In

circumference

invested

his essay "Circles," Emerson

human being

the break

bring annihilation"

(Eberwein 164). In a sense, then, death and
were close

para-

as related

to a

with
discussed

circumferential

motif:

The life of man is a self -evolving circle, which,
from a ring imperceptibly small, rushes on all
sides outwards to new and larger circles, and
that without end.
The extent to which this
generation of circles, wheel without wheel, will
go, depends on the force or truth of the individual soul.
For it is the inert effort of each
thought, having formed itself into a circular
wave of circumstance, as, for instance, an empire, rules of an art, a local usage, a religious rite, to heap itself on that ridge, and to
solidify and hen in the life.
But if the soul is
quick and strong, it bursts over that boundary on
all sides, and expands another orbit on the great
deep, which also runs up into a high wave, with
attempt again to stop and to bind. (220)

Emerson's theory is closely

related

the term circumference, and

we know from

she had

been exposed

to Emerson.

to Dickinson's use of
her

For both

letters that

writers, breaking
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through

boundaries of circumference gave

the

which it could

enormous cosmic range over
and

a democratic view of paradise.
wrote: "I did

hold

soul

sway,

the larger its empire --hardly

the stronger the soul

Dickinson

the

In a letter to Higginson,

not deem that Planetary forces

annulled --but suffered Exchange of Territory, or

World"

(2:423).
Emerson and
use

Dickinson

the circle as a

Dickinson referred
the circle

were

syF.bol.

not the first

Sir Thomas Browne, an

his

idea of existence.

states that Dickinson's circumference

Medici' of Sir Thomas Browne" (55).

the center, opposite to the

into a

came "the

in

According

to the

the 'Religio
to

Anderson,

it as a "sense of boundlessness radiating

limiting circle," while
it

Anderson

was "close

meaning now rare but copiously illustrated

out from

author

to in a letter to Higginson, also used

to define

Browne defined

writers to

normal sense of a

Dickinson's definition "expanded

symbol for all

that

inquiring

whose business [was] circumfer-

mind

ence, intent upon exploring

is outside."

Thus, she

the whole infinity of the

be-

uni-

verse" (55).
It seems certain that
ference

has its roots in

both

Browne's "Religio Medici."
enced

by

both

Dickinson's theory

of circum-

Emerson's "Circles" and

Although

Dickinson

was influ-

writers, her own definition of circumference
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evolved

into a theory that encompassed

ideas relating to religion
Eberwein
beyond
the

passing

As

suggests, Dickinson's main concern

was

mortal limits of circumference

not risk life to catch

That existential risk

provides additional

pushing

to discover

Because death

The following exerpt form

Holland

Jane

immortality even before

through death (165).

tery, the poet could

time.

and

about infinity and

eternity.

personal

immortality.

the

truth

her

would

come

was a mysa
in

glimpse of
its own

a letter to Mrs. J.G.

insight into the mind of the

poet:

I suppose there are depths in every consciousness from which we cannot rescue ourselves-to which none can go with us --which represent
to us Mortally--the Adventure of Death --How
unspeakably sweet and solemn --that whatever
await us of Doom or Home, we are mentally permanent. (2:613)

Dickinson seemed

sure

that

the

human soul

whether

in "Doom or Home." Thus, death

venture

to the poet.

The
several

poems implement

truly was

an

the theory of circumference

ways, but Dickinson

was

particularly fond

circumference as the controlling factor in
every other element lead

was immortal,

up

to it:

The Poets light but Lamps-Themselves --go out -The Wicks they stimulate -If vital Light

ad-

in

of using

a poem, making

In here as do the Suns-Each Age a Lens
Disseminating their
Circumference --

Obviously, Dickinson was aware of the

poet's importance

in exploring

the mysteries of the

knew

was the work itself which became universal

that

it

and opened
like

universe, but she also

the doors of thought to new

a soul, keeps expanding.

ideas.

A

poem,

Dickinson's ideas

about

immortality were sometimes dependent upon
gile of

circumstances, as illustrated

the

in this

most frapoem:

Crisis is a Hair
Toward which the forces creep
Past which forces retrograde
If it come in sleep
To suspend the Breath
Is the most we can do
Ignorant is it Life or Death
Nicely balancing.
Let an instant push
Or an Atom press
Or a circle hesitate
In Circumference
It--may jolt the Hand
That adjusts the Hair
That secures Eternity
From presenting--Here--

Dickinson

intensifies the delicacy of the

circumference
justified
soul's

or

by comparing
irrational

barriers of

them to a hair; hence, any un-

move could

have shattered

hope for immortality, or could alter the

the

cosmic
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order.

The idea of circumference continuously

baffled

and excited

Dickinson.

Feels So

"Tine

exemplifies the poet's uncertainty concerning
circuit

Vast"
her

world:

it not

Time feels so vast that were
For an Eternity-I fear me this Circumference
Engross ny Finity-To His exclusion, who prepare
By Processes of Size
For the Stupendous Vision
Of His diameters--

by something as

ball" surrounded

intangible as

as a result, she feared

that her own chance for

tality might be stifled

by circumfereace.

ence expanded
the

all

the way to infinity and

individual soul endure, or

would

viewed circumference as a

soul from obtaining eternal life.
broke through circumference
freedom (178).

Perhaps

time, and
immor-

If circumfereternity, could

it disappear?

Eberwein suggests that at some point
Dickinson

in her life,

prison
And

that

kept the

sometimes

the soul

without actually attaining

those instants

were

prompted

by

irrational journeys into an unconscious state,

dreams or

reflecting Poe-like apprehensions, which everyone
Eberwein

upon a

mere "speck

Dickinson felt the effects of being a

asserts that "each

hurts more

intensely" (178).

has.

subsequent confinement. .
This poem is an example of

(,7

such

escapes and

imprisonments:

The Soul has Bandaged moments-When too appalled to stir-She feels some ghastly Fright come up
And stop to look at her-Salute her--with long fingers -Caress her freezing hair-Sip, Goblin, from the very lips
The Lover--hovered--o'er-Unworthy, that a thought so mean
Accost a Theme--so--fair-The soul has moments of Escape-When bursting all the doors-She dances like a bomb, abroad,
And swings upon the Hours,
As do the Bee --delirious borne-Long Dungeoned from his Rose-Touch Liberty--then know no more,
But Noon, and Paradise -The Soul's retaken moments-When, Felon led along,
With shackles on the plumed feet,
And staples, in the Song,
The Horror welcomes her, again,
These, are not brayed of Tongue --

Again, we should emphasize
may be
hand

an

in

Dickinson's honesty.

unending future of terrors for

hand

not falsify

with joys.

A

There

the soul that go

workable religious theory must

the prospects.

Ultimately, Dickinson's theory of circumference enabled

her

to assign a

Likewise, the circuit
tion for
did

boundary
world

to her own spirituality.

provided

the question of immortality.

not coincide

with

a logical explanaWhile

the orthodox views of

the

theory

nineteenth
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century
need

England, it did

New

to construct a

satisfy Emily Dickinson's

philosophy

based

As Eberwein observes

in the following

always

doubts:

harbored

some

on

personal

insight.

passage, Dickinson

Piety, so far as she could see, locked believers into their own narrow circuit-isolating them from others and perhaps even
Meanwhile, the poet pursued her
from grace.
solitary spiritual quest for insight beyond
circumference and access to the "Western
Mystery" (p266) to which Christ and the Bible
beckoned her, but she never felt that assurance of salvation for which she Yearned even
as it evaded her intensely inquiring ironic
mind. (182)

Dickinson's

theory of circumference, then, was a result

of her

reasoning.

would

bold
lead

poetry

was a

examine
could

her

her

Both death and

personal vehicle

which she could

through

philosophy, for only by using the

priately, the following poem
the poet considered

world

magic of art

unknown regions.
displays just how

her art, since art

way she could

her circuit

Her

to some mysterious destination.

Dickinson explore those

tangible

the circuit world

have explored

Approimportant

was the only

the

regions outside

without actually crossing the

boundary

in death:

The fascinating chill that music leaves
Is Earth's corroboration
Of Ecstasy's impediment-'Tis Rapture's germination
In timid and tumultuous soil
A fin --estranging creature -To something upper wooing us
But not to our Creator--
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In

poem

this

or

a timid

we see

the typical

soul, a spine-tingling opening of

bold

new domain, a sense

circumference into a
and chill, and
in

which

the

powers
where
in

and
the

individual soul keeps aloof from the
music (supposedly secular) have

soul dwells

it enlarges

how

and

in isolation.

istically, the particular

would

a great deal

significance that tell

a spaceless space, and

instill

unexplainable.

its domicile
Character-

always open.
blends her

the

"The

poet's

Fascinating Chill"

In her concept of circumference, the poet

ideas of soul, of death, of God's limits, and
Therefore, this

ference

offers a

good

tern of

her religious concerns.

point

ference outlined

the

spite

reach

and

the

general pat-

circumference were

soul's destiny.

physical world

could exist, death represented
the soul could

treatment of circum-

to summarize

Dickinson, both death

major determinants of the

In

it never con-

plane of contemplation

of immortality.

For

to

theory that otherwise

makes allusions to Dickinson's ideas, but
firms them, leaving

about

work enables the author

certain qualities into a

remain

of adventure

a transcendental entrance into mystery

Poems and

creator.

hallmarks:

Dickinson

in

While circum-

which

the

soul

the vehicle through

which

outside circumference into eternity.

of all the doubts

Dickinson

never relinquished,
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•

she
a

managed

world

to create her own functional circuit

that revolved around

ing every

possible avenue

Dickinson

built a

spiritual fires.
adventure
enter

the soul.

And

because it was

what she considered

could

never know as a

work.

explore
the

poems

the domain of immortality.
was something

mortal; thus, death and

its

the recurring subject of

possibilities of the human soul.

indicate that she

theory, Dickinson

developed

to

Although

a relatively stable

herself never ruled out other

possibil-

Unlike church dogma, Dickinson's religious theory

was flexible enough to receive
Dickinson

lived and

for eternity and
lation

logically

Throughout her life, Dickinson continued

the

ities.

ticket to

only way she could

the

link to eternal life became
her

poetry,

her own

Death, for the poet, was a

Whether or not the soul remained immortal
she

by explor-

to eternity through

philosophy that satisfied

world --

and

had

ideas.

wrote as if the soul were made

God -like

grandeur.

new

powers and

God -like iso-

The isolation, whether engendered

by life or death, might launch

the soul into new zones of

immortality and

into new areas marked off by

cumference, and

these regions must remain mysterious.

For

this reason they might be dangerous.

creative

soul could

never lose certain

wider cir-

The

bold and

horrifying visions:

complete aloneness or even complete annihilation.
had

to

go

hand

in

hand

with

doubt --an idea

Faith

Paul Tilbich

7]

has made famous in the twentieth century.
be seen as already

should

an eternal
could

not

state of affairs.

to God

in spiritual

isolation.

The

to

infinity and eternity.

view of the spiritual

dread.

world

vision of nocturnal

of Dickinson:

The soul is

potential domain of each

either doorway or judgement, or

Poe's

He, like us, enjoys

be the same as that of God:

panding

hell --

in certain powers and freedoms, and

take its risks.
might

paradise and

The benevolence of God

be counted as certain.

His own domain
equal

both

in

The soul

a

soul

a circumference exDeath awaits as

both.

Between Emerson's

as sweetness and

horrors stands the

blend of the

must

light and
paradigm

possible glory and

possible
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